Verification techniques for Timed Automata [2] built in tools like Kronos [7] are based on the fixpoint calculus of an appropriate operator. In this work, we present different alternatives to calculate that fixpoint, which have direct impact in the number of iterations needed to converge.
Introduction
Verification techniques for Timed Automata [2] built in tools like Kronos [7] are based on the fixpoint calculus of an appropriate operator. For instance, to verify logics like TCTL [1] over Timed Automata, it is usually required to obtain the set of states from which the system can evolve and reach a set of states satisfying a formula φ (the characteristic set of true ∃U φ). That set can be characterized as a fixpoint. It is well known that the chaotic iteration results of Cousot [6] suggest the existence of many algorithmic alternatives to do such a calculus. In this work we explore different iterative methods to solve the question "Does the initial state belong to the characteristic set of φ 1 ∃U I φ 2 ?", where φ 1 and φ 2 are TCTL formulas, and I bounds the time elapsed to reach φ 2 . On the one hand, we present a method that tries to reduce the number of iterations needed to converge. This is achieved by making use of intermediate results obtained in the same iteration instead the intermediate On the other hand, we present a local convergence method that -like in [11] calculates fixpoints over graph components thus avoiding the propagation of results till they are locally stabilized. We have implemented a prototype for both strategies based on Kronos tool and we have obtained some preliminary experimental data. Finally, we compare both alternatives and suggest combinations that could outperform previous implementations.
Timed Automata
Timed Automata (TA) [2] has become one of the most widely used formalism to model and analyze timed systems and it is supported by several tools (e.g., Kronos [7] , Uppaal [3] , HyTech [10] , Red [17] , Treat [12] , etc.). They have been successfully applied to automatically check communication protocols, real-time systems and circuits.
TAs are finite automata where time is incorporated by means of clocks. As finite automata, a TA G = S = {s 1 , . . . , s n }, X, E, I is composed by a finite set of nodes S (called locations in TA literature) and a set of edges E. There is no notion of final locations since executions are infinite. Edges model event occurrences while clocks declared in the set X measure time elapsed. Each edge has associated a timing condition -a guard-and a set of clocks indicating which ones are reset when the edge is traversed. A guard is a constraint on clock values of the form x ∼ n where ∼∈ {≤, <, =, >, ≥} and n ∈ N. An edge can be traversed whenever its associated guard is true. Time elapses at locations, and edge traversal is instantaneous and the associated clocks are reset. Also, timing conditions are associated with each location by means of I. These conditions are called invariants, and determine the valid clock values for locations. Hence, it is possible to use an invariant to express that the control can not remain in the location more than a certain amount of time (i.e. a deadline). Semantics is given by means of a labeled transition system, where a state is composed by a control location and the values of clocks (positive real numbers), for more details, see for instance [19] . There are two kinds of transitions between states: temporal (associated with the progress of time) and discrete (related with the crossing of an edge in the automata). Set of states are usually decribed by means of certain timed predicates called regions (in Kronos literature), that we generic denote as φ. Given a predicate ϕ on the states, we denote the set of states satisfying it as [[ϕ] ] (the characteristic set of ϕ). The set of states that have a temporal transition to a state in ϕ is denoted as pred t (ϕ), and the set of states that reach a state of ϕ by traversing a discrete transition associated with an edge e is denoted as pred e (ϕ). Both operators are closed over regions.
We are interested in calculating TCTL formulas of the form φ 1 ∃U I φ 2 where φ 1 , φ 2 are TCTL formulas. A state belongs to [[φ 1 ∃U I φ 2 ]] whenever the automata can evolve through a path of φ 1 -states of time-length in I and reach a φ 2 -state. In what follows, for the sake of simplicity we restrict ourself to the formulas ∃3φ def = true∃Uφ. In [18] , it is shown that the region equivalent to ∃3φ set can be calculated as the least fix point: µX .(φ ∨ true X ) where true X is pred t (pred e (X ) ∨ X ), that is the set of states that are temporal predecessors of a state in the union of X and its discrete predecessors (i.e. predecessors by a discrete transition). In the following proposition, we show the abstract functional description of the computation of the fixpoint as it is done in Kronos.
Proposition 3.1 (K) Given G = S = {s 1 , . . . , s n }, X, E, I a timed automata and φ = i∈{1,...,n} @ = s i ∧ φ i a predicate that characterizes simbolically a set of states, then µX .(φ ∨ true X ) can be computed iterativelly as follows:
where X ij is the value of the component i of X at iteration number j, and E ik is the set of edges from s i to s k . 
)
The first idea is based on a simple observation: to calculate X i,j is not always necessary to make use of the region calculated for location k during the last iteration (i.e., X k,j−1 ). We can expect an speed up if the method resorts to the region of location k which has been calculated in the current iteration if location k has been already treated (i.e., X k,j ). In [13] it is proven that this computation method is correct using Cousot's results. That is:
. . , s n }, X, E, I a timed automata and φ = i∈{1,...,n} @ = s i ∧ φ i a predicate that characterizes simbolically a set of states, then µX .(φ ∨ true X ) can be computed as follows:
where φ σ : {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , n} −→ {0, 1} is defined as:
such that σ ∈ S n (i.e. σ is a permutation that models the order in which locations are traversed. That is, the method is insensitive to the ordering), and E ik is the set of edges from s i to s k .
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In many applications, it is not necessary to calculate the entire characteristic set of a formula like ∃3φ. This is particularly true when we are only interested in knowing whether or not the system can evolve from the initial state to a φ-state (i.e., init ⇒ true∃Uφ). Then, we introduce a simple mechanism that stops fixpoint calculation as soon as the initial state belongs to an intermediate set 7 . In fact we introduce that mechanism to the original Kronos implementation (K − RI columns in tables) and our modified version (K † ).
We have run in a AMD K7 1333Mhz 256Mbytes LINUX 7.2 platform several case studies: the communication protocol CSMA-CD [15] , rail crossing system (RCS) [12] for 5 trains, a freshness problem [5] for a version of the Active Structural Control System [9] , a bounded response property on a Mine Drainage design [4] and the FDDI protocol [16] for 9 stations. Experimental data show that in all cases the number of iterations is reduced but that reduction is not always translated into a speed up, specially when φ is not reachable (K † columns in Table 3 ). Our conjecture is the following: data structures to represent symbolic states (essentially a set of difference bound matrices, DBM [8] or zones) tend to "mature" rapidly in our version and thus iterations are heavier than classical ones, compensating the reduction achieved in the number of iterations. Table 1 shows for the RCS example, the number of zones needed to represent the calculated symbolic region after each iteration of K and K † . Experiments suggests that our algorithm is better suited to early detection (K † columns). This may also be explained using the same conjecture about maturation of regions.
Topology of graphs could provide useful information when a fixpoint is calculated over them. In [11] SCCs (strongly connected components) are calculated to perform a two level iterative fixpoint method for untimed systems. Local Table 1 Comparison of number of zones per iteration over RCS example convergence of SCCs are invoked from a main iteration that seeks for global stabilization. The idea behind this strategy is to avoid propagation of intermediate results till the results are locally stabilized. We also show in [13] that theoretical results of Cousot's thesis guarantee that no matter how the graph is partitioned, nesting local iterations into a global one leads to the same result.
E, I a timed automata
• C = {c 1 , . . . , c t } is a partition of the set S.
• {c i : c i ∈ C} 0≤i an infinite sequence of elements of C such that
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It remains the problem of efficiently obtaining a reasonable partition of the set of nodes C. One alternative is to calculate SCCs as in [11] . However, the following observation that led us to a simpler and in many cases practical solution. Safety and liveness requirements are commonly modeled by means of virtual components (Observers) which are composed in parallel with the system under analysis (SUA). Thus, if we divide the set of nodes of the parallel composition according to the local position of the observer, we would get a reasonable partition conformed by sets of maximal SCCs. Moreover, since in many cases observers can be acyclic [4] , if components are topologically ordered, then just one global iteration is really necessary. Preliminary experiments show that, in case the set characterized by φ is not reachable, the strategy may lead to important improvements in the verification times (K Table 3 Comparison of verification time and number of iterations of the different methods columns). Note that the number of iterations is increased but these iterations do not involve all locations. There is ongoing work to use a tool for graph partitioning like MeTiS [14] to calculate suitable partitions.
Future Work
We are currently working on a promissing combination of both iterative methods to treat TCTL formulas like init ⇒ φ 1 ∃U I φ 2 (examples of that fragment are non-zeno formulas [19] ). Local convergence is applied to calculate the sets φ 1 and φ 2 using some partition of the control-graph generated by MeTiS tool. Then, the early detection algorithm explained in Sect. 4 is applied to discover as soon as possible if the initial state is in [[φ 1 ∃U I φ 2 ]]. We hope to get some speed ups and gain more insight on how data structures affects the abstract improvements on the fixpoint calculation.
